The quality of real-time voice communication over besteffort networks is mainly determined by the de1a.y and loss characteristics observed along the network path. Excessive playout buffering at the receiver is prohibitive and significantly delayed packets have to be discarded and considered as late loss. We propose to improve the tradeoff among delay, late loss rate, and speech quality using multi-stream transmission of real-time voice over the Internet, where multiple redundant descriptions of the voice stream are sent over independent network paths. Scheduling the playout of the received voice packets is based on a novel multi-stream adaptive playout scheduling technique that uses a Lagrangian cost function to trade delay versus loss. Experiments over the Internet suggest largely uncorrelated packet erasure and delay jitter characteristics for different network paths which leads to a noticeable path diversity gain. We observe significant reductions in mean end-to-end latency and loss rates as well as improved speech quality when compared to FEC protected single-path transmission at the same data rate. In addition to our Internet measurements, we analyze the performance of the proposed multi-path voice communication scheme using the ns network simulator for different network topologies, including shared network links.
INTRODUCTION
High quality real-time voice communication over the Internet requires low end-to-end delay and low loss rate. Best effort networks such as today's Internet, however, are characterized by highly varying delay and loss characteristics that contradict our Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. One widely accepted way to reduce the effective packet loss observed by the receiver is to add redundancy to the voice Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Sept. 30-O&. 5,2001, Ottawa, Canada. Copyright 2001 ACM l-581 13-394-4/01/0009...$5.00 stream at the sender. This is possible without imposing too much extra network load since the data rate of voice traffic is very low when compared with other types of data and multimedia traffic.
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A common method to add redundancy is forward error correction (FEC), which transmits redundant information of each packet in subsequent packets [S] [5] [16] . In this senderbased scheme, a lost packet can be recovered from the copies piggybacked in subsequent packets should they be received successfully. In this scheme, loss recovery is performed at the cost of higher latency [5] . In many cases, however, the loss of successive packets is correlated, due to the way packets are dropped as networks get congested and router buffers are becoming full. A packet loss may usually be followed by a burst of loss, which significantly decreases the efficiency of FEC schemes [4] . In order to combat burst loss, redundant information has to be added into temporally distant packets, which introduces even higher delay. Hence, the repair capability of FEC is limited by the delay budget.
Another sender-based loss recovery technique, interleaving, which does not increase the data rate of transmission, also faces the same dilemma. The efficiency of loss recovery depends on over how many packets the source packet is interleaved and spread. Again, the wider the spread, the higher the introduced delay [19] .
In this work we look at the problem of reliable voice communication over best-effort networks from a different angle. Instead of restricting our transmission to one network path, we send multiple redundant descriptions of the voice stream over different independent paths and take advantage of their largely uncorrelatcd loss and delay characteristics. As a result, the probability of a negative disturbance, such as packet erasure or increasing delay, impacting all channels at the same time will be small.
In previous literature, path diversity has been proposed for reliable video communication over lossy networks using multiple state encoding, where odd and even frames of a video sequence are transmitted on different network paths [a] . It has been observed in [2] that for multi-path transmission the end-to-end application sees a virtual average path which exhibits a smaller variability in quality than any of the individual paths. Multi-path transmission also alleviates the problem that the default path determined by the routing algorithm is not optimum, which might be often the case according to [17] .
In the context of delay-sensitive applications such as interactive VoIP, the novelty and key point of this work lies in the fact that we explicitly take advantage of the largely uncorrelated characteristics of the delay variation (also known as j.l;tter) on multiple network paths using an adaptive multistream playout scheduling technique. Packet loss in such applications is a result of not only packet erasure, but also delay jitter, which greatly impairs communication quality. Due to the stringent delay budget and the need to output speech periodically and continuously, packets experiencing sudden high delay have to be discarded at the receiving end if they arrive later than the scheduled playout deadline (which results in late loss). With multi-stream voice transmission along different network paths we have now more freedom to trade off delay, late loss, and speech reconstruction quality. We formulate this tradeoff as a Lagrangian cost function where we can vary the relative importance of these quantities.
The multiple streams to be delivered via diffcrcnt paths are formed by multiple description coding (MDC), which generates multiple descriptions of the source signal of equal importance. These descriptions can be decoded independently at the receiver. If all descriptions are received, the source signal can be reconstructed in full quality. If we receive only a subset of the descriptions, the quality of the reconstruction is degraded, but is still better than the quality resulting from losing all descriptions. Depending on the MDC scheme selected, the overall data rate of the payload does not necessarily increase as a result of transmitting multiple streams. The data rate only increases if we desire redundancy between the multiple streams. A small increase in data rate with the use of FEC has been widely accepted for speech communication and we therefore compare our scheme of transmitting two MDC streams with a standard scheme that uses FEC protected single-stream transmission at the same payload data rate.
In order to maximize the benefits of path diversity we have to select paths that exhibit largely uncorrelated jitter and loss characteristics. Sending streams along different routers from source to destination naturally leads to path diversity which could include streams traversing different ISPs or even streams being sent in different directions around the globe. With today's Internet protocols, the path a packet takes across the Internet is a function of its source and destination IP addresses as well as the entries of the routing tables involved. Selecting a specific path for a packet is largely unsupported in today's infrastructure. As discussed in [2], IPv4 source routing is usually turned off within the Internet for security reasons. More promising is to implement path diversity by means of an overlay network that consists of relay nodes [2], [1] . Here, packets can be sent along diflerent routes as being encapsulated into IP packets that have the addresses of different relay nodes as their destination. At the relay nodes, packets are forwarded to other relay nodes such that the packets from different description streams travel along as few common links as possible. In the context of a peer-to-peer framework, every peer could serve as a relay node for voice traffic, potentially leading to many different paths a voice stream could take from its source to its destination. With the next-generation IP protocol IPv6, the source node has a great amount of control over each packet's route. IPvG's loose source routing (LSR) allows packets to be sent via specified intermediate nodes.
This source routing feature of IPv6 will make future implementation of multi-stream transmission with path diversity even simpler. This paper is organized as follows. W C first present the employed multiple description coding scheme used to produce two redundant voice streams that can be sent across two different paths. In Section 3, we introduce our receiver playout scheduling algorithm for multiple streams. Section 4 presents multi-path measurements performed in the Internet. Using the measured traces we compare single-path and multi-path transmissions and show that considerable improvements can be obtained for voice transmission with packet path diversity. In Section 5, we analyze the performance of the proposed multi-path voice communication scheme more systematically using a network simulator for different network topologies and varying network load.
MULTIPLE DESCRIPTION CODING OF VOICE STREAMS
Various MDC schemes have been proposed for speech coding [ll] [lS] [lO] . For low complexity, we use the scheme described in [lo] to generate the two streams with redundancy at the sender. The basic idea is to quantize the even samples in finer resolution (e.g., PCM, 8 bits/sample) and the difference between adjacent even and odd samples in coarser resolution (e.g., ADPCM, 2 bits/sample), and then packetize them into stream 1. For stream 2, we quantize even and odd samples in the opposite way ( Fig. l(a) ). Using this scheme, the redundancy imposed when neglecting packet headers is 25%.
If a packet from one stream, e.g., stream 1, is dropped by the network or discarded at the receiver due to its late arrival, the chances are good that the corresponding packet from stream 2 is successfully received and can be played out if the packet erasure and delay on the two channels are largely uncorrelated. Should that take place, the odd samples of the source signal can be reconstructed in fill1 resolution, while the even samples are reproduced at a coarser resolution. The overall speech quality is degraded with quantization noise, but is still better than the qllality when losing both packet.
In order to make a fair comparison to previous work, we compare ollr proposed packet path diversity voice communi-cation scheme with a FEC protected single-stream tcchniquc [5] at the same payload data rate. In the FEC scheme, the source packet (referred to as primary copy) is coded with the same finer quantization as before, and a secondary copy of the packet is coded with the same coarser quantization and carried by the subsequent packet ( Fig. l(b) ). The additional packet header overhead resulting from transmitting multiple streams will be neglected in the following.
PLAYOUT SCHEDULING OF MULTI-PLE STREAMS
As is mentioned in Section 1, delay jitter is a critical factor in real-time voice applications which obstructs the proper and timely reconstruction of the speech signal at the receiving end. Under the stringent delay requirements, packets could get lost due to their late arrival resulting from excessive network delay. One important functionality to be implemented at the receiver is the playout scheduling of the voice packets, or in other words, setting the time when to play out the received packets. With the existence of delay jitter, the playout scheme greatly affects the tradeoff between loss and latency. We now present our playout scheduling algorithm for multiple streams.
Playout scheduling of multiple streams
Before the arrival of each packet i, we set the playout deadline for that packet according to the most recent delays we recorded. The playout deadline of packet i is denoted by d&y, which is the time from the moment the packet is delivered to the network until it has to be played out. It is the total end-to-end delay of packet i (not including the packetization time at the sender), which characterizes the delay of transmission and playout. Table 1 summarizes the basic notation used in the following. When determining the playout deadlines, we have to consider the tradeoff between delay, losing both MDC descriptions (we refer to this as pa&et emswre in order to distinguish it from the next case), and losing only one description. The latter two casts result in a speech quality distortion. This tradeoff can be stated as follows. Given a certain acceptable speech distortion, minimize the average delay &(db,,,), which is a constrained problem. We convert this constrained formulation into an unconstrained one by introducing a Lagrange cost function for packet i as 
Ci = d$,, + X1 prohahility(both descriptions lost)
+X2 probnbility(only one description lost)
where i& and i>, are the estimated loss probabilities of the descriptions in stream 1 and 2, respectively, given a certain &la,. The estimate of ik, and ih, is based on past delays recorded for the two streams, which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2. The higher di,,, is, the lower the loss probabilities since the likelihood of playing out late packets is higher. The Lagrange multipliers X1 and XZ are predefined parameters used to trade off delay and the two loss probabilities.
The playout deadline is obtained by searching for the optimal dbl,, which minimizes the cost function (1). Perceptually, high latency and degraded speech quality resulting from packet loss are "orthogonal" experiences. The multiplier X1 is used to trade off total delay and packet erasure probability. Greater X1 results in lower erasure rate at the cost of higher delay.
The multiplier X2 is introduced to give penalty to speech distortion as a result of playing out only one description. The greater X2 is, the better the quality of the reconstructed speech signal at the cost of higher delay. Note that although packet erasure (the second term in (1)) and quality degradation due to the loss of one MDC description (the third term in (1)) are different perceptual experiences, they are not "orthogonal" measures. From (1) it can be deduced that increasing X2 also leads to lower erasure probability. However, with zero or very small X:! only packet erasure is given concern. In this case good reconstruction quality is not a priority but lower latency is given more emphasis, with the tradeoff between delay and erasure rate determined mainly by X1. In practice, this is usually desirable since the human perceptual experience is most strongly impaired by high latency, while speech distortion resulting from losing one description only increases the quantization noise in the MDC scheme we use here and is usually tolerated as a minor impairment. Fig. 2 illustrates the scheduling process when X2 is small and our emphasis is on low latency. The source stream is coded and sent in two streams p and 4. The playout deadline is being kept to a minimum level and dynamically adjusted according to the varying delay jitter of the two paths. At the receiver, the first two packets played are taken from stream p, since they have lower delays. As the delay of stream p increases, the playout switches to stream q and adjusts the scheduling accordingly, so as to avoid any late loss while keeping buffering delay low. The playout switches back to stream p after the arrival of the 5th packet, when the turbulence in path p is over and its delay comes back to normal level.
When switching between streams during speech playout, the playout schedule needs to be dynamically adjusted and adapted to the delay statistics of each individual stream. The dynamic setting of each packet's playout schedule is achieved by an adaptive scheduling technique proposed in our earlier work [13] . In such a scheme, proper reconstruction of continuous output speech is achieved by scaling individual voice packets using a time-scale modification techniqiic which modifies the playout duration of speech segments while preserving the pitch.
Estimate of loss probability
In (1) (2)
The r-th order statistic is defined as = 1, 2, . , w, which is the probability that the future delay d>, is no greater than DT, or the probability that packet i can be received by time D'. In [7] , it is shown that &(W,) = --&; T = 1, 2, ) w,
W, = F(D') = P(d"s, < D'), T
which is the expected probability that packet i can be received by D'
In our application, we extend (2) 2. std(d;yw, d;Tw+l, . . . . d&l) std@Tw, dzs;7u+1, . . . . d&l) .
This solves the problem that the expected playout probability in (3) 
The expected probability corresponding to any dh,,, equal to any D$,, k = 0, 1, , 11, + 1, can be determined directly from (5). The expected probability associated with any &la, in between these discrete values of Dg, is fourld by interpolation.
For stream 1, is the index of the greatest Ds, that is no greater than di,,,.
The expected probability that packet i can be received by
The expected loss probability of packet i in stream 1 is then which is used in the cost function in (1).
The estimation of the loss probability of a future packet using past values is based on the assumption that the past w delays have a similar probability density function (p.d.f.) although the delay distribution varies in the long term. The effectiveness of this estimation depends on how close the accumulated history represents the present delay statistics.
INTERNET EXPERIMENTS
Two experiments over the Internet are performed where we transmit MDC streams between hosts in different geographic locations and monitor the end-to-end quality, including delay and packet loss rate. The performance of our proposed multi-stream voice transmission scheme is compared with FEC protected single-stream transmission'.
Experimental setup
The first network path we use is the path determined by the default routing algorithm. For the second path, we send the stream to a designated relay server in a different location and let the relay server forward the packets to the destination. For each stream, we send 30ms UDP packets with a payload size of 150 bytes, reflecting &bit PCM for finer quantization and 2-bit ADPCM [8] for coarser quantization at 8KHz sampling rate. Packet sequence numbers and delays are collected at the receiving host for both streams. Each experiment rurls for 180 seconds. The clocks of the source and destination hosts are synchronized using the Network Time Protocol [15] .
In Experiment 1, the source host is located at Nctergy Networks in Santa Clara, California, and the destination host is at MIT. The first stream follows the direct path. For the alternative path, we explicitly direct the flow to a designated relay server at Harvard and let the relay server forward the packets to the destination. The roiite from the 'Parts of this experiment have been published in [14] and are included here for completeness. source to the relay server and that from the relay server to the destination are determined by routing algorithms without our intervention. The setup of Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a) , with the intermediate service providers shown. It can be observed that, although Harvard and MIT are close neighbors, the streams sent to them from the zame source follow very different routes, which provides us with two independent paths. The only link shared by the two paths is operated by Exodus Communications, the service provider of Netergy Networks. The shared link constitutes only a very small part of the total routes and does not contribute to violently varying behavior of the channels. This can be observed from the small normalized correlation coefficient of the delay of the two streams listed in Table 2 . Other statistical quantities of the two streams also listed in Table  2 inchlde delay median, link loss rate, and delay standard deviation, which characterizes the delay jitter. It should be noted that Stream 1 in this experiment has very high delay jitter and a few packets experience delays of up to ZOOO-3000ms, which results in virtual outage periods. Experiment 2 is performed in a similar way. The source host is at Rutgers University, New Jersey, and the destination is at Erlangen University, Germany. We USC the same relay server at Harvard for Stream 2. In this experiment a long cross-Atlantic link is shared by the two channels. However, the delay corrslation between the two streams is still low, meaning that the channels have largely uncorrclated delay statistics. Although the cross-Atlantic link contributes most to the total end-to-end delay, the delay introduced by this link is nearly constant due to the high bandwidth and good quality of the fiber connection. The 40ms delay shown in Fig. 3(b) is mainly the propagation delay from US east coast acroza the Atlantic to Europe, which is a constant compw nent. On the contrary, although the delay introduced by domestic service providers is only a very small part of the total delay, it exhibits large variation due to limited bandwidth of and heavy load on these networks. These variations are uncorrelated since the routes are different.
Results
We compare the schema of using FEC protected Stream 1 only, using FEC protected Stream 2 only, and using both MDC coded streams. The adaptive playout technique [13] , which already achieves statcof-thcart performance for single stream transmission, has been applied to all schemes under comparison.
We first compare the delay loss tradeoff by setting Xz to zero and varying XL in (1) during playout, which suggests that we are less concerned about full reconstruction of both descriptions at the rcccivcr. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 .
The average total delay, &(d&) , is the average value of $,a, of all the rcceivcd packets in a playout session. The total enxure rate E is the percentage of lost packets (neither description played out), no matter if the loss is a result of channel erasure or late arrival. We also define the burst loss rate ~b as the percentage of burst erasure occurrences in a session. In calculating Q, 1Vf consecutively lost packets are counted as M -1 occurrences, where M 2 2. Burst loss is one of our greatest concerns because it is difficult to conceal and it impairs voice quality severely. Burst loss is a result of not only consecutive channel erasure, but also delay jitter and sustained outage periods.
From Fig. 4 , we observe a significant reduction of the packet erasure rate for a fixed target delay when using our proposed multi-stream path diversity scheme. At the same average delay of 7Oms, the total erasure rate is reduced from more than 16% to less than 2010, compared with using FEC protected single-stream transmission. More importantly, the burst loss rate is reduced from more than 3.5% to 0.5%, which is significant for burst loss rate reduction. The majority of packet loss in this experiment is not a result of channel erasure according to Table 2 , but late loss caused by the high delay jitter. The loss rates are reduced by a great amount due to the independent jitter characteristics of the multiple paths and independent outage periods.
In Fig. 4 , the average delay is also much lower for the multistream packet path diversity scheme. At the same erasure rate of 5%, the average delay is reduced by more than 20ms. The delay reduction can be explained by the possibility to play out the description with the lower delay if obtaining fill1 voice quality is not a priority.
One important issue to be addressed in this context is whether the improved tradeoff between delay and loss is achieved at the cost of compromised speech quality, e.g., when we dccidc to play out the description which arrives earlier while discarding the other one most of the time. In the next experiment, we measure the quality of the reconstructed speech signal for the different schemes. We use PESQ (perceptual evaluation of speech quality), which is an objective measure for narrow-band speech recently adopted by the ITU-T [9]. Unlike previous objective measures, PESQ is applicable not only to speech codecs but also to end-to-end measurements, since it takes into consideration factors such as filtering, variable delay, coding distortions and channel errors. The range of the PESQ score is -0.5 to 4.5, but for most cases the output is a MOS-like score between 1.0 and 4.5 [9] . In our experiments, erased packets arc concealed using information from a prior packet [la] , while in other sitllations speech packets are reconstructed depending on how many MDC descriptions are received by the playout deadline.
In Fig. 5 we have plotted PESQ score vs. delay as we vary X1 and X2 while keeping their ratio fixed. It is obvious that as delay increases, speech quality is better due to the lower erasure rate and higher probability that both MDC copies are played out successfully. III Fig. 5 , the voice quality corresponding to multiple streams is better than that using single-stream FEC by more than 0.4 PESQ score for all delays. This indicates that the improved tradeoff between delay and loss using MDC path diversity transmission is obtained without compromising voice quality. This can be explained by the fact that the benefit (such as the lower erasure rate) obtained from the path diversity scheme outweighs the loss of one out of the two MDC descriptions, since packet erasure introduces much higher perceptual distortion than quantization noise. Fig. 6-7 show the corresponding performance results for Experiment 2. Similar improvements for our proposed path diversity scheme are observed. The delay reduction is less than in Expcrimcnt 1, which can bc explained by the lower STD of network delay and milder jitter in this experiment (Table 2) . However, Fig. 6 shows that the reduction of totat erasure rate and burst loss rate is still considerable and Fig. 7 shows an improvemant of more than 0.5 PESQ score for all delays.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
From the Internet experiments presented in the last section we observe a significant improvcmcnt of voice quality and reduction of delay by using packet path diversity. In those examples, however, we have not observed high packet erasure rates or strong correlation between the channels due to the network condition at the time of our experiments. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of multi-stream transmission using path diversity in a more general setting, we study how much gain, in terms of toss and delay reduction, can be obtained from the proposed scheme using a network simulation toot for different network topologies and varying network toad.
Simulation setup
We simulate sending two CBR voice streams from source to destination via two paths, with TCP data traffic contending for network rexnwccs at the same time. Two different network topologies arc shown in Fig. 8 , with the top one showing a setup of independent paths while the bottom one showing a setup with a shared link. Each CBR stream is transmitted in 30ms UDP packets at a rate of 4Okbps. The first stream follows the route from node Nl throogb N3 to the destination, while Stream 2 from N4 through N6 to the destination. The intermediate nodes Nl through N6 represent BCC~SS points on the routes for data traffic. Each of these nodes has a number of data sources attached, with a large amount of incoming TCP traffic heading for different destinations. We use the tog-normal model proposed in [3] for the file size of each TCP session. Network toad is the ratio of average data throughput to the bandwidth of the link. The load is controlled by varying the number of sources attached to each access point, as welt as the intermission between successive TCP transmissions.
The simulations are performed using the ns2 network simulator'. In the simulations all links except the shared link in Fig. S(b) have 10Mbps bandwidth and all links introduce 20ms propagation delay (which wilt vary in later simulations). The queue buffer size is lOOkbyte per port. Each simulation runs for 300 seconds and QoS parameters are monitored from end to end. We wilt first study toss and delay reduction for independent paths and then study the case with a shared link in Section 5.4.
Link loss reduction
In Fig. 9 , we have plotted the link loss rates of using Path 1 only, using Path 2 only, and using both paths, respectively, as a function of average network load. For each individual path, loss rates resulting from channel erasure increase as the link utilization goes up, which is explained by more packets being dropped by tire routers as the network becomes congested and queues fill up.
With multi-stream multi-path transmission, the loss rates shown in Fig. 9 are much lower due to the uncorrelated characteristics of the erasure channels. Even at a high load of 90% on both paths, the total erasure rate of the two-path scheme is stilt below 4%, white a singlc~stream could result in 16%. Using path diversity, the hostile burst toss r&e can be kept below 1% at high load, which could otherwise go up to 6% if using only one stream.
Delay reduction
Multiple stream transmission reduces the delay by providing the opportunity of receiving and playing out the packets with lower delay. Here we study how much delay reduction can be obtained compared with using only one stream. To this end, we define a quantity, average delay reduction, 'http://www.isi.edn/nsnam/ns/ denoted by Ads,, for stream 1. Average delay reduction is calculated as the trace average of the difference between d$ and dhlay, by only counting packets with dk, > d&,. It characterizes the average delay reduction by using multiple streams instead of stream 1 only.
In this experiment we vary the propagation delay of links in the simulation and study its effect on average delay reduction. In Fig. 10 , we have plotted Ads, versus the difference in propagation delay of the two paths, which is defined as the difference between the trace average of the propagation delay of Path 2 and Path 1. Two sets of curves are shown in Fig. 10 for a low delay STD of about 26ms and a high delay STD near 40ms, respectively. For either set, it is observed that the two streams obtain equivalent gain in terms of delay reduction as they have the same propagation delay. As the difference in propagation delay increases, Stream 2 gains more while Stream 1 gains less. This indicates that if the alternative path has much higher average propagation delay than the direct path, the benefit from using path diversity becomes small since the alternative path becomes trivial. However, in practice the default path does not necessarily have lower delay than the alternative path according to [17] . Hmcc, the cfliciency of multi-path transmission dcpcrlds on the availability of an alternative path which has a mean delay not much higher than the default path. This is the case in our experiments in Section 4 (refer to Table 2 ). In both experiments in Section 4, we observe median delays close enough since both paths follow close geographical routes.
In Fig. 10 , higher gains are observed with path diversity when the d&y variation is higher. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 11 . The change of delay variation is obtained by varying network load in our simulations. For both streams, the delay reduction increases as the STD of network delay goes up. This can be explained by the cffcctiveness of the packet path diversity scheme in reducing the virtual variability of the channels.
Shared link
So far we have studied independent paths. Shared links in the multi-path setup potentially increase the correlation between the two paths. In practice this might be common when the bottleneck is on the "last milt", such as the DSL or Tl line connected to small offices or small homes (SOHOs). In these cases, packet path diversity can only be employed before the "last mile" and statistical correlation is expected on the shared link.
We now study the case in which the multiple paths share a common link with different bandwidth of 384kbps, lMbps, and lOMbps, respectively. The simulation condition is the same as in the case of independent paths, except that we have a number of data sources attached to node N7 ( Fig. 8(b) ) that contend for the resources of the shared link with the voice streams.
The correlation coefficients of the delay of the two streams are found to be 0.92, 0.88, 0.19 at 66% load for shared bandwidth of 384kbps, lMbps, and 1OMbps respectively. Compared with the delay correlation coefficient of 0.002 of the independent path case ( Fig. 8(a) ) at the same load, the correlation between the two paths is much stronger with the existence of a loaded shared link. This is because congestion takes place on the shared link and the delay jitter caused by the queuing delay before the shared link has a similar pattern. Congestion is more severe when a shared link has lower bandwidth, which results in even stronger delay correlation.
The link loss rates observed when using path 1 only and when using both paths are plotted in Fig. 12 for different bandwidth as a function of the average network load. The average network load shows the average utilization of all the 1OMbps links, as well as of the shared link. To make the figure easier to read, we omit the loss rate of Stream 2 here, which is similar to that of Stream 1 due to the symmetric simulation topology. It is easy to understand that the increased packet loss rates correspond to the lower bandwidth of the shared link. Although the delay bctwecn the two streams exhibits strong correlation, it is observed from Fig. 12 that the packet erasure rate can still be significantly reduced by using the path diversity scheme, especially at high load. With a low shared bandwidth of 384kbps, the loss rate when losing one stream is 27% at 85% network load. When using two streams at the same conditions the total erasure rate is reduced to 11% 3. Similar reduction in loss rates can be observed for links of higher bandwidth.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a scheme for real-time voice transmission using packet path diversity. Experiments over the Internet show that with this scheme, the mean end-to-end latency and loss rate can be greatly reduced, and the overall PESQ score can be improved by more than 0.4, when compared with a scheme that uses FEC protected single path transmission at the same payload data rate.
Independent multiple paths provide channels with uncorrelated network behavior such as loss, delay variation, and outage periods. By taking advantage of path diversity, packets can be used and played out from a backup channel when the default path suffers from negative disturbance. For this reason, the end-to-end delay can be reduced by taking the packet with lower delay, and late loss and burst loss can be avoided. A Lagrangian cost function in combination with adaptive playout scheduling is introduced that trades off delay, late loss, and speech reconstruction quality for multi-path transmission where the Lagrange multipliers can be used to control the relative importance of each of these quantities.
The efficiency of packet path diversity depends on the statistical correlation of the paths. It also depends on the availability of an alternative path which has a mean delay not much higher than the default path. This can be obtained in practice by sending streams over networks with close geographical routes but serviced by different ISPs. Simulation reslllts also show that the obtainable path diversity gain depends on the difference in propagation delay of the multiple paths and the variance of the network delay. If a slower link has to bc shared by tl ic multiple paths, it is folmd that "At this pack& loss rate the reconstructed voice quality cm still be very good when using time-scale loss concealment techniques [la] . the delay correlation between the streams is very strong. Despite of this, the link drop rate can still be reduced significantly by using packet path diversity.
With current Internet protocols, multi-path transmission can be realized by a dedicated overlay network of relay servers or by exploiting future peer-to-peer architectures.
The source routing feature of the next-generation IP protocol IPv6 also promises a practical way of implementing packet path diversity.
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